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alking sticks can be made with a 2 or 3 piece shaft depending how the height of the kid who will 
use it and the bed length of your lathe.  

Sources for materials: Couplers for canes and walking stick shafts can be found at many woodturning 
supply websites ( for example: www.woodturnerscatalog.com; www.veritastools.com; 
www.leevalley.com; www.rockler.com ). Connect multi-piece shafts together with take-apart metal 
connectors (couplers) of two types: (1) two-part threaded brass couplers that share an exposed brass 
flange, and (2) two-part zinc couplers that are hidden inside the shaft. Use a rubber tip manufactured for 
cane or walking sticks because it includes a slip resistant tip and a metal internal support for longer wear. 
Search for “trekking pole replacement tips” on Amazon to find smaller tips for ½” diameter tenons for 
kids walking sticks. 

Walking Stick Measurements: Measure the length for a walking stick by having the kid reach forward to 
grasp a vertical stick with the elbow at less than a 90-degree bend. Measure the length from the top of 
their hand to the floor to mark the handle placement on the shaft. The handle is usually around the height 
of the kid’s sternum. The length above the handle is up to your design to include carvings, 
embellishments, and other decorations.  

Shaft: Use hardwood species like ash and cherry that have good strength and straight grain and are as 
light a weight as is possible. The turning block can be 1.5” by 1.5” in size with length being 2 or 3 parts at 
around 12” to 18” in length. Gluing up strips of hardwood into a rough shaft piece for turning adds to the 
cane strength and overall design appeal.  

Turning the shaft: Embellishments and carvings should be carefully made to not compromise the central 
strength of the shaft. Design a shaft that maintains 1” of solid would and plan ahead so that any carvings 
or embellishments are on wood outside of that central 1” core. A typical shaft has a diameter of about 
1.25 “at the handle and 5/8” at the tip with a smooth taper from end to end. The width and taper of the 
shaft can vary by design, wood strength, and stiffness of the wood used. 

A multiple piece shaft is turned as two or three separate spindles 
and does not require the use of a steady rest to turn the spindle.  
However, a steady rest maybe needed to drill the end holes in each 
shaft segment. Alternately, the end holes for the connecting 
hardware can be drilled on a drill press before mounting on the 
lathe. Most of the turning can be done between centers with light 
pressure on the on the tail stock end. The head stock end of the 
spindle can be driven using a 1” diameter safety drive center, a 
tenon on the workpiece in a chuck with small jaws, or using a 
homemade jam chuck with a tenon that is the same diameter as 
the drilled hole. Tips should be installed with a tenon (about ½” 
diameter) on the bottom end of the shaft to ensure they look good 
on the design and provide long service. 

Reference: Make Your Own Walking Sticks: How to craft canes and 
staffs from rustic to fancy by Charles Self (2007, Fox Chapel 
Publishing).  
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